
The Video and Multimedia Wave
Jamie Tiampo

-seefood media - stills into video - manhattan
-eattv.com - online food video magazine, emphasizes quality over quantity
-“outstanding in the field” - example of short documentary
-video is overtaking still photos
-publishers are struggling, paying authors less for their work
-food tv is only expanding
-video is a lot of work, so it’s a much smaller field than photography
-high demand for video - friendly kitchen sets
-tv needs ingredients, stages, beauty, set dressing
-styling takes more work in video - 360 degrees
-photographers - new skills and tech
 -narrative arcs and storylines
 -compose scenes with motion in mind
 -transition to continuous light sources
 -different shooting workflow
 -post production skills
-specialized roles - producer, director, photo director, audio, grip and electric, edit logger, talent, culinary 
producer, food stylist and assistant, client, production assistants
-production process
 -plan - pre-production
 -create - production
 -edit - post-production
 -publish - distribution
 -promote - marketing
 -maintain - refresh
-in pre-production, plan for disaster, hope for salvation - innovate, customize, budget
-dribble content out a bit at a time
-know your audience
-scripts should have video and audio feeds listed in a chart, simultaneously, so that everyone knows where 
they are
-budgeting - better equipment = better results
 -crew size is usually 3-10 people
 -time = money - try to limit to one location
-lighting and sound - can’t really fix in post-production, so get it right the first time
-music always helps
-production camera - find the highest bitrates possible (minimum 24 mbps)
-videos are great to include in blogs, but keep the production level good

Harnessing the Power of Social Media and Copyright
Clark Dever & Kate Baldwin

-asmp - photographer’s association
-registration counts!
-copyright - federal law, create unique work and protect it, make money from it
-gives you the right to reproduce, modify and redistribute work
-should use ⓒ symbol on website and on work

-you create it = you own it
 -exceptions: transfer contract, work for hire contract, employee
-if you’re paid to create work, then you need to request permission from client to use in your portfolio
-read contracts carefully and/or have someone else look at it
-ideas cannot be copyrighted - only tangible items
-registering gives you the fullest protection
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-can register photos in bunches online for $35/bunch
 -requirements: original work, categorized as published/unpublished - not clear cut
-published - on website, blog, social media
 generally, public = published
-you can always register photos as unpublished, then public without re-registering
-best practice is to register before publishing, giving to clients, or putting online
-www.asmp.org/copyright - includes tutorial and information
 -doesn’t work with safari browser
-infringement - using work without permission
 -watermark images on websites
 -use ⓒ symbol

 -include metadata in original files
 -copyright your work
-tools to find infringement 
 -photos - piscont, digimark, tineye
 -bloggers - fairshare, feedburner
 -authors - copyscape, plagium
-if you’re infringed upon - be polite and ask for your work to be taken down, ask for full discloser and send 
invoice for using work
 -can file dmca take-down notice
-avoid infringing on others’ copyright - always obtain permission
-resources: “the pro photographer’s legal handbook” by nancy wolff
 plagerismtoday.com
 aphotoeditor.com
 pdnonline.com
 ipwatchdog.com
-social media = marketing
-facebook - “the friends you have”
 -update 2-3 times per week
 -make a business page
 -landing page - info, portfolio (first link)
 -import all contacts
-twitter - “the friends you should have”
 -update 2-3 times per day
 -import all contacts
 -find the cool, trending hashtag and use it to communicate
 -customize your background template and bio
 “twitter search tips”
 “twitter counter”
 -klout gives influence scorecard
 search.twitter.com
-linkedin - “the people you do business with”
 -write a message with your invitations - make it personal
 -import all contacts
 -embed your portfolio or include links
 -groups - ask questions, people in groups are all trying to prove themselves
 -lead generation
-blog - “your conversion point”
 -update 1-2 times per week
 -try to use the right keywords in your own voice - think of search engines
 -upper left corner is key - eye naturally goes there first, so remember this in blog design
 -engage and connect
 -500fx or flickr
 -google analytics
 “google reader tips”
 -respond to all comments - everything
-youtube - “DIY university”
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 -make a few quick clips and release slowly
 -create a youtube channel
-for clark dever’s powerpoint presentation, go to http://bit.ly/icfsp

Collaboration and Reviving Creativity
Clare Ferguson & Jeff Kauck

-england separates prop stylists from food stylists
-trending look is rustic, undone
-emotion and connecting to viewer is key
-collaboration is essential - two of everything and multiple sets (jeff’s studio style)
-studio - select best team for the project, maintain a “can-do” philosophy
-creative efficiency - be 100% sure of the brief
 -discuss all aspects of a project before beginning - be honest with concerns
 -learn product, know your client
 -enter the project with high optimism
-creativity has many aspects
 -creative license - new meanings for old ideas
 -creative “cheating” - more real than real
 -creative interpretation - twisting concepts to fit
 -creative use of technology - distortion as art
 -cyber creativity - machines are us
 -ingredients creatively used - caramel as gravy
-don’t ignore creative analytics - use of materials and relationships
-talent creates a positive note
 -surround yourself with talent and embody it
 -keep games and silly things around to engage people and keep fun level high
 -progress reports should be clear and relaxed
-members of creative process - creatives, buyers, clients, brand managers, legal, production company, 
photo crew
-for advertising, ask questions
 -know client, what they want, what’s unique
 -promotion and strategy
-invisible factors - new CEO, product changes, packaging, legal issues, consumers, economy
-reviving creativity - try new things out to stay sharp
 -travel
 -editorial projects 
 -passionate chefs
 -personal work and hobbies
 -keep a sketch pad/notebook for ideas
 -be curious
 -discover personal passions
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